We have investigated Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) induced ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) assisted Spin Transfer Torque (STT) switching of perpendicular MTJ (p-MTJ) with inhomogeneities using micromagnetic simulations that include the effect of thermal noise. With suitable frequency excitation, the SAW can induce ferromagnetic resonance in magnetostrictive materials, and the magnetization can precesses in a cone with high deflection from the perpendicular direction. With incorporation of inhomogeneity via lateral anisotropy variation as well as room temperature thermal noise, the magnetization precession in different gains can be significantly incoherent. Interestingly, the precession in different grains are found to be in phase, even though the precession amplitude (angle of deflection from the perpendicular direction) vary across grains of different anisotropy. Nevertheless, the high mean deflection angle can complement the STT switching by reducing the STT current significantly; even though the applied stress induced change in anisotropy is much lower than the total anisotropy barrier. This work indicates that SAW assisted switching can improve energy efficiency while being scalable to very small dimensions, which is technologically important for STT-RAM and elucidates the physical mechanism for the potential robustness of this paradigm in realistic scenarios with thermal noise and material inhomogeneity.
Introduction:
Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) are finding increasing application as non-volatile nanomagnetic memory devices, which are an alternative to volatile CMOS based memory devices. The most prevalent scheme to accomplish magnetization switching of the free layer of an MTJ (i.e. writing bits) utilizes spin transfer torque (STT) [1, 2] . Although STT memory can be scaled to ~10 nm, the energy requirement has not decreased below 100 fJ/bit [3] . Therefore, alternative strategies such as strain mediated [4, 5] and voltage mediated MTJ [6, 7] switching have been investigated. However, scaling of strain-based devices is challenging. As the volume (V) shrinks, to maintain an energy barrier with sufficient thermal stability ~ 1 ), large perpendicular anisotropy ( is required. In such a scenario, the static stress ( required to erode the energy barrier, which is determined by 3 2 ⁄ , would also be very large. For example, to erode an energy barrier of E b ~1eV in a circular nanostructure with lateral dimension of 20 nm and thickness 1 nm (i.e. volume, V ~314 nm 3 ) , and a saturation magnetostriction of 200 ppm the stress amplitude could be as high as 1.7 GPa. This is possibly an order of magnitude higher than the stress that can be generated dynamically or applied for many cycles in a practical device.
In contrast to static stress, time varying stress can drive the magnetization to acoustically induced ferromagnetic resonance (A-FMR) [8] . This can lead to large amplitude magnetization precession even when the stress induced anisotropy change is substantially smaller than the total energy barrier as the amplitude of this precession grows due to the energy added over many cycles. Physically, time varying strain can be generated by surface acoustic waves (SAW) via interdigital SAW electrode deposited and patterned over a piezoelectric substrate. Previously, SAW driven FMR on Ni film [9] and magnetization switching for magnetostrictive Co nanomagnets has been experimentally reported [10] . Precessional magnetization switching [11] with SAW on (GA, Mn) (AS, P) film and field free switching with SAW for (Ga, As) P [12] has also been experimentally reported at low temperature. Laser pump induced SAW and their magnetization dynamics has been studied for single nanomagnet [13] and on patterned periodic nanodots [14] and their magnetization reversal has been numerically investigated in nanomagnets [15] .
SAW assisted STT induced magnetization reversal for in-plane and perpendicular MTJ based on simulations using macro-spin assumption has recently been reported [16] . The main purpose of the scheme is to induce magnetization rotation with SAW so that when the STT is applied, the magnetization experiences higher torque. However, macrospin assumption precludes modeling of incoherence in the magnetization dynamics, which could arise due to inhomogeneity in material properties. This inhomogeneity can be an intrinsic material property [17] , or due to edge modifications [18] , roughness variation [19] , thickness variation over an extended area [20] , etc. While the incoherence in magnetization mainly stems from the competition between the long ranged weak magnetostatic energy and short ranged strong exchange energy and the balance is ultimately decided by the size and shape of the nanomagnetic structure; the above-mentioned inhomogeneities can increase the incoherency even in smaller size nanomagnet by varying the local anisotropy field.
In this study, we perform micromagnetic simulations that incorporate the incoherent magnetization dynamics in the presence of room temperature thermal noise as well as lateral variation in the uniaxial (perpendicular) anisotropy. Furthermore, the cell size of lateral dimensions 1.56 nm × 1.56 nm naturally includes an edge roughness ~ 1 nm that is consistent with lithography and fabrication limitations. It is expected that all these realistic variations could lead to incoherent magnetization precession. For example, the magnetization in different grains (Voronoi tessellation was used to create regions with an average lateral dimension ~ 10 nm) can precess at different cones when driven by a SAW as shown in Fig. 1c . This incoherent (non-uniform) magnetization precession reduces the net magnetization of the nanomagnet (as in Fig. 1c although some regions precess in high cone, the net magnetization remains very low) and in extreme cases reduces it to zero. Therefore, we study this incoherent precession, particularly in the SAW induced FMR regime, to understand the underlying magnetization dynamics as well as its ramifications on the ability to significantly reduce the STT switching current. This has important implications towards implementation of energy efficient STTRAM that are scalable to small lateral dimensions. 
Model:
We performed micromagnetic simulation using mumax3 [21] where we divided our 50nm x 50nm x 1.5 nm MTJ free layer into 32 x 32 x 1 cells. The cell size is well within the ferromagnetic exchange length 2 ⁄ ~ 6 nm. We simulate an inhomogeneous nanomagnet with 10 nm average lateral dimension grains (regions with different anisotropies created by the Voronoi tessellation) and a Gaussian anisotropy variation of 5% standard deviation within grains. Magnetization dynamics was simulated by solving the Landu-Lifshitz-Gilbert-Slonczewski equation in MuMax3 [21] :
Here is the gyromagnetic ratio, is the damping, is the current density along z direction, is the free layer thickness, is the electron charge, is the reduced magnetization, is the saturation magnetization, is the fixed layer magnetization. We assume Slonczewski parameter, 1, secondary spin-torque parameter 0 and spin polarization 0.5669.
can be expressed as the contribution from several fields:
We assume first order uniaxial anisotropy field, :
is the first order anisotropy constant and represents the uniaxial anisotropy direction (i.e. perpendicular to plane).
Furthermore, uniaxial stress is applied in plane (perpendicular to the out of plane anisotropy direction) and the stress induced field due to the inverse magnetostriction (Villari) effect, can be expressed as:
The effective stress anisotropy constant can be represented by , where is the saturation magnetostriction and is the stress amplitude produced by SAW and represents the stress direction. We note that stress induced in the in-plane direction perpendicular to the direction (which is opposite in sign) can add to the . Since, we do not include this term; our stress estimation is conservative though the qualitative dynamics remains unchanged.
Thermal fluctuation generates in the following manner:
is a randomly generated normal Gaussian distributed vector, is Boltzman constant, Ω is the cell volume, is the step size and is the magnetic permeability in free space. The simulation parameters adopted are listed in Table I . 
Results and Discussion:
We first simulate a perpendicular homogeneous nanomagnet with an energy barrier ~70 KT with uniform initial magnetization tilted (~2°) from the perpendicular z-axis. This assumption is conservative as thermal noise was found to tilt the mean equilibrium magnetization by ~20° . To investigate the magnetization precession behavior with time varying strain, we excite the nanomagnet with SAW of different frequencies at T= 0 K. In response, the magnetization starts to precess in a cone around the perpendicular axis as seen from Fig. 2a . The precession slowly settles to a mean deflection of ~35° from the perpendicular direction when 100 MPa SAW excitation is applied for a sufficiently long time. However, we note that even a static 200 MPa stress cannot induce any reasonable equilibrium deflection (< 1°), proving that the large deflection from the perpendicular direction is specifically a resonance effect.
The average precession cone deflection angle (polar angle, see Fig. 1 ) is plotted for different excitation frequency in Fig. 2b for varying stress amplitude. As we can see from the Fig. 2b , the highest deflection angle (resonant point) shifts towards the low frequency with increasing stress amplitude. As we increase the stress amplitude, the magnetization deflects more from the perpendicular direction and the effective field in the perpendicular z-direction decreases. This low effective field in z-direction causes slower magnetization precession at resonance.
Introducing inhomogeneity in nanomagnets (i.e. anisotropy variation between grain) could modify the overall (mean effective) anisotropic field strength along the z-direction and consequently alter the resonance frequency compared to the homogeneous nanomagnets. As different grains have different resonance frequencies, one may expect that the deflection angle vs. frequency is less steep (resonance is not sharp). However, it is likely that the strong exchange interaction forces the individual regions' magnetization to precess nearly in phase. Therefore, the deflection angle vs. frequency (and resonance characteristics) was found to be similar to the homogeneous structure with a mere frequency shift because of mean anisotropy change. Similarly, in the presence of room temperature thermal noise (at T=300 K) the equilibrium magnetization fluctuates randomly producing a higher mean deflection angle. In such a situation, the effective field in the z-direction is lower compared to the T=0 K case. Therefore, the resonant point was found to shift towards low SAW excitation frequency (not shown in Fig. 2b) .
The micromagnetic configurations of SAW induced magnetization dynamics are presented in Fig. 3 . For the no grain case at T=0 K (Fig. 3a) , the spins rotate coherently and eventually settle to an equilibrium cone. Similar behavior is observed for the case with inhomogeneous grains except the spin dynamics is incoherent as spins in different regions precess with different polar angle ( ) with respect to the z-axis (Fig. 3b, 0 .99 ns and 1.61 ns). However, at room temperature both homogeneous ( Fig. 3c ) and inhomogeneous case ( Fig. 3d ) become incoherent. Notably, for the incoherent cases, the average magnetization deflection can still be high. We next investigate the incoherency and how it affects the magnetization dynamics in SAW driven FMR. Local variation in anisotropy due to material inhomogeneity and thermal perturbation introduces significant incoherency in the nanomagnet as evident from different deflection angles of magnetization precession for different regions with SAW excitation. Notwithstanding the incoherency due to the different deflection angles (polar angle, ), when driven by resonant SAW that produces a sufficiently large , magnetization in the different regions precess almost in phase (in-plane azimuth angle, ). This phase matching of the precessions can produce high net deflection from the perpendicular axis. Resonance point (highest deflection) shifts towards lower frequency with increasing stress. Fig. 4a and 4b plots the spin configuration for inhomogeneous nanomagnet at T=300K, which show the evolution of polar angle ( ) and the in-plane phase angle/azimuth angle ( ) for individual spins respectively. Mean polar angle deflection (< >) of the magnetization at every time reference is also presented. From Fig 4 b it is evident that spins in different regions are repeatedly precessing almost in phase ( while producing high mean polar angle (< >) (snapshot at .61 ns, 1.35 ns, 2.12 ns in Fig. 4b ) but out of phase for low mean polar angle (snapshot at .25 ns, 0.94 ns, 1.71 ns in Fig. 4b ). This suggests that high polar deflection between the regions at resonance makes our SAW assisted scheme robust to inhomogeneities.
This large mean deflection in the presence of thermal noise and inhomogeneity improves the efficacy of SAW assisted STT devices. The STT effective torque can be expressed as , which
shows that the torque magnitude is a function of , where is the angle between fixed layer and free layer magnetization. Thus, the SAW induced high magnetization precession of the free layer can assist in building large STT torque compared to the no SAW case. We investigate the performance of SAW assisted STT switching scheme in the presence of room temperature thermal noise. Here, we assume the SAW simultaneously excites arrays of several MTJs and the STT current writes bits (Fig. 1a ) and thus we do not consider a precise synchronization between the SAW and STT application. This is simulated as follows: we excite the nanomagnets with SAW from t=0 to t=5 ns while STT current is applied for 1ns from t=3ns to t=4ns. Therefore, after the withdrawal of STT current, the SAW is still applied for 1ns (t=4 ns to t=5 ns) as the MTJs can be exposed to SAW even after the STT current pulse is withdrawn. We analyze the final magnetization states of the MTJs after 2 ns of SAW withdrawal (t = 7 ns). We assume the threshold for switching to be ~130°, which is conservative. Several switching trajectories for both the case with no grain (no inhomogeneity) and grain (inhomogeneity) are presented in Fig. 5 , where the granular nanostructure is sketched in the inset of Fig. 5b . From Fig. 5a and 5b, we can see that the precession cone (polar angle, ) oscillates between highest and lowest peaks at ~ 1 GHz, which motivates the STT application window of 1 ns, so it coincides with at least one precession peak. Finally, to see the effectiveness of our SAW assisted STT switching scheme we simulate 100 switching trajectories for different stress amplitudes and varying STT current for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous nanomagnets (Fig. 6 ). For the no SAW case, STT current is applied for 1ns and final magnetization state was evaluated 2 ns after the STT is withdrawn with timing details and reasons for their choice described earlier. From the switching probability curve, it is seen that SAW assisted STT scheme requires less STT current than the no SAW case. While the no SAW case requires a current density of 2.0 10 / for switching with 100% probability, in the presence of SAW the STT current can be reduced to 1.4 10 / . The energy dissipation due to SAW excitation is very low. Moreover, energy pumped from one SAW source is amortized over several MTJs. Therefore, energy dissipation is dominated by STT current and our scheme thus provides at least two-times improvement in energy efficiency. The interesting result to be noted here is that regardless of homogeneous or inhomogeneous nanomagnet studied the switching current is decreased by approximately the same amount for the same SAW amplitude. Therefore, the incoherent magnetization precession in granular nanomagnets does not degrade the performance of the SAW assisted STT switching. Moreover, for stress induced change in anisotropy is 4 times less than the total anisotropy barrier for 50 MPa SAW. 
Conclusions:
In summary, we have studied magnetization precession dynamics with time varying stress generated by SAW for nanomagnets with inhomogeneity due to lateral variations in anisotropy as well as thermal noise. When SAW induces FMR in such inhomogeneous nanomagnets, different regions' spins precess nearly in phase at high net magnetization deflection, lowering STT current requited to switch the magnetization. While out of phase precession occurs at low deflection from perpendicular anisotropy axis, the precession in different regions synchronize (are in phase) for high amplitude magnetization deflection from anisotropy axis. Thus, the efficacy of the SAW that produces large resonant deflections does not degrade due to such incoherency in the presence of lateral anisotropy variations and thermal noise.
Technologically, such SAW induced FMR assisted STT memory devices have potential to scale below ~20 nm lateral dimensions even though the concomitantly high anisotropy energy density needed at such small volumes cannot be overcome by static stress. In addition, using well optimized SAW excitation frequency that can maximize the torque on the magnetization when STT is applied and choosing magnetostrictive materials with extremely low damping material one can potentially achieve over an order of magnitude energy reduction in write energy while being able to scale aggressively to very low lateral dimensions. Finally, such SAW induced FMR could have application in low power electronics beyond memory devices [24] .
